
Imagine it's Tuesday afternoon. You're in the office, cup of coffee in hand, when suddenly you hear 
sirens. Firetrucks roar into the parking lot. A firefighter slams open the front door yelling, "You've 
got two minutes, get out of the building! A tanker tipped over. It's leaking … everyone … out. Now!"

What would you do?

Probably grab your laptop and head for the door.

Now imagine it's Friday morning and you still aren't back in the building.

Are you counting the hours and dollars as they slip away? Or were you back in business hours 
after the accident?

Business Continuity

If a disaster happens to your business - even a leaky water pipe in the ceiling - do you have a 
plan?

Some companies think backing up data servers to tape, then shipping tapes offsite is a good plan. 
It's a good start, but it's not the same as planning for business continuity. 

If computers are damaged, how fast can you bring in new ones? What about the network? How 
long will it take to rebuild new servers from the offsite tapes?

The most important question? How long will clients wait while you rush to rebuild … days … weeks 
… or just hours?

Life is unpredictable. Disasters happen. Your business needs a plan to keep going.

North Carolina Housing Finance Agency 

The North Carolina Housing Finance Agency (NCHFA) is a self-supporting public agency 
responsible for providing affordable housing opportunities. Created by the North Carolina General 
Assembly in 1973, the agency has financed more than $14 billion for nearly 215,000 affordable 
homes and apartments. NCHFA also administers HUD rent assistance contracts for 25,000 
privately owned apartments statewide.

The recession of the past several years has seen processing at NCHFA nearly double. Increasing 
uptime and minimizing outages which can affect their thousands of clients is always "Top of Mind" 
for the agency. As a result, NCHFA tasked PinPoint Resource Group (PRG) – already engaged in 
strategic IT consulting at the agency – to fully review their Disaster Recovery (DR) plan and 
suggest improvements.

Together NCHFA and PRG set new, ambitious business continuity goals to not just recover from a 
disaster, but to restart full operations within hours after a disaster. The new target? Recover full 
operation in less than four hours with no more than two hours of data loss.

VMWare Meets the Challenge 

As PRG and NCHFA began the evaluation, it became evident the agency's current approach of 



backing up to tape, then storing tapes offsite could not come close to the meeting the new 
recovery goals. With nearly twenty Sharepoint developers and a growing number of client 
transactions, the agency's data environment is a constant whirlwind of dynamic change.

At NCHFA's request, PRG was asked to submit a proposal along with two other vendors. When 
the proposals were received by the agency, Pinpoint Resource Group's approach stood out as 
having both the most benefits and the lowest cost. In fact, after calculating a financial five-year cost 
analysis, PRG's proposal came in at $3M less than the nearest competitor. 

Based on years of experience hosting managed services, PRG recommended a VMWare based 
solution. PRG showed NCHFA how they could migrate a room full of Windows, Sharepoint, SQL, 
and Exchange servers into one, small rack – with a duplicate off-site cluster configured for hot-
standby mode, ready to be put into service at a minute's notice.

The Magic of Site Recovery Manager

PRG was awarded the project, installing VMWare on a cluster of three HP BL460 G7 servers and 
a Dell EqualLogic PS4100e storage array onsite at the NCHFA facility. Over 30 physical servers 
were replaced by virtual machines running on the single-rack cluster.

Next the magic: the redundant Disaster Recovery (DR) cluster was located miles away from 
NCHFA in PRG's hosted computing facility. Both sites running VMWare's Site Recovery Manager 
(SRM) software were connected to a diverse-routed, dual-path fiber optic network. Onsite at the 
agency, the cluster easily handled the client processing load. Off-site at the data center, the 
backup cluster is kept synchronized and ready for service.

The value of the new solution for NCHFA was significant:

The production cluster can be replicated offsite in less than 15 minutes
Under two hours is required to re-establish full production  
New servers can be added by SRM using a spreadsheet
The remote DR cluster is used for both backup and new release testing
Scheduled DR tests and full-time monitoring assure "ready for action" reliability

Strategic IT partnering

In business for ten years, Pinpoint Resource Group offers a wide portfolio of IT solutions including 
cabling, hosting, IP telephony, managed services, IT staffing, and strategic planning. 

According to Sean Edminston, PRG lead for the NCHFA migration "I look at each client challenge 
and ask if this  was my company, what decisions would I make? Sometimes it means spending 
more, sometimes it means spending less. For NCHFA we were able to install a solution with the 
cost of a Fiat and the performance of a Ferrari."

Jason Reed, PRG's lead for Technical services adds "VMWare with SRM is amazing. None of the 
other proposals handled replication, virtual machine startup, and system administration so cleanly."

During and after the project, PRG trained the NCHFA staff to adminsiter the VMWare environment. 
Says Edminston, "The more our client's internal staff knows, the better for both us and for them. 
We trained NCHFA, now they run it and look to us for upgrade guidance and long range planing."



Pinpoint Resource Group owner Gilbert Reynolds offers some final thoughts: 
"A key to our success is intensely listening to client requirements, then taking a holistic, 
consultative approach in helping them solve their problems. We treat their money as if it 
was our money being spent. A big value we bring is understanding budget constraints, then 
suggesting creative and cost-flexible alternatives.

 
To learn how VMWare, Site Recovery Manager, and remote hosting can help your business stay in 
business, visit http://www.pinpointrg.com.


